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Abstract

This article is an experience report about the application of a top-down strategy to use and embed an architecture reconstruction approach in the incremental software development process of the Philips MRI scanner, a representative large and complex software-intensive system. The approach is an iterative process to construct execution views without being overwhelmed by the system size and complexity. An execution view contains architectural information that describes what the software of a software-intensive system does at runtime and how it does this. The application of the strategy is illustrated with a case study, the construction of an up-to-date execution view for the start-up process of the Philips MRI scanner. The construction of this view helped the development organization to quickly reduce about 30\% the start-up time of the scanner, and set up a new system benchmark for assuring the system performance through future evolution steps. The report provides detailed information about the application of the top-down strategy, including how it supports top-down analysis, communication within the development organization, and the aspects that influence the use of the top-down strategy in other contexts.

1. Introduction

Architectural information is an important asset for practitioners (e.g., architects and designers) for its potential to improve many aspects of the software development process, including the early detection of inconsistencies and undesired properties prior to implementation, better management, evolution, and reuse [1]. Architectural information is usually organized in multiple architectural views [2]. A view consists of one or more models, which are representations of a set of system elements and relations between them. A view and its models are developed conforming to an associated viewpoint [2]. A viewpoint frames particular concerns of the system stakeholders and consists of conventions and guidelines for the construction, interpretation, and use of a view. Often, in the case of large and complex software-intensive systems, architectural information is not well maintained or it may even never get to be documented. If system documentation is available, it may go into too much technical detail to offer relevant and accurate architectural information. As part of our research project on evolvability of software-intensive systems [3], we have observed that these situations are common in practice and development organizations constantly need up-to-date and accessible architectural information to steer the
development and maintenance of systems of this type. In addition, we have observed that the realization of a software-intensive system makes available a number of sources from which up-to-date and accessible architectural information can be reconstructed.

Architecture reconstruction is defined as the form of reverse engineering in which architectural information is reconstructed for an existing system [4]. Architecture reconstruction solutions are popular and successfully applied to extract architectural information about the module or implementation structure of software systems [4–7]. However, the extraction of architectural information about the runtime structure and behavior is still not very well supported [8], especially in the case of large software-intensive systems. This information is needed to construct execution views, which describe what a software system does at runtime and how it does it [9]. Execution views are organized into as-is and to-be models. While an as-is execution model describes the runtime of the current realization of an existing system, a to-be execution model describes the expected runtime of a system or feature to be implemented.

Constructing execution views for large software-intensive systems is a challenging task due to their complexity. Software-intensive systems combine various hardware and software elements, which are typically associated with large development investments and multidisciplinary knowledge. A particular characteristic of software-intensive systems is that their software elements take a considerable fraction of the development effort. These software elements are often as large as millions of lines of code, written in several different programming languages, and influence the design, construction, deployment, and evolution of the system as a whole. Over the last three years of our research project, we have developed and validated an architecture reconstruction approach [10,11] studying a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner, a representative large and complex software-intensive system developed by Philips Healthcare [12].

The main benefit of our architecture reconstruction approach is that it enables the construction of execution views with high-level information at first and then, if it is needed by the stakeholders, detailed information to zoom in on areas of special interest. This helps practitioners, e.g., architects and designers, to construct execution views without being overwhelmed by the size and complexity of the system. Our experience developing and validating the approach aligns with the characteristics already identified by the research community (e.g. see [4,7]). In particular, we experienced that reconstructing execution views requires an iterative and tool-supported process, which must be customized according to the characteristics of the system at hand. In addition, we observed that the characteristics of the development process and the organization must be taken into account to put in practice, i.e., use, reuse, and embed, architecture reconstruction solutions.

In this article, we report our experience applying a top-down strategy to embed our architecture reconstruction approach in the incremental development process of the Philips MRI scanner. While our architecture reconstruction approach is a solution to construct up-to-date execution views, the strategy is a detailed process that describes which resources and steps are needed to run architecture reconstruction activities and use their results to support the incremental development of an existing software-intensive system. The strategy and its application are illustrated with a case study, which we conducted to document and analyze the start-up process of the Philips MRI scanner. The benefit of the case study included the identification of opportunities to quickly reduce about 30% of the start-up time of the scanner, and the setting of a system benchmark to monitor the system’s performance of future evolution steps.

Our report conveys three key aspects to support the reverse architecture of the runtime of an existing large and complex software-intensive system. First, it shows how to define the goal and means to steer the (re)construction of an up-to-date execution view. Second, it shows how to use an execution view during top-down analysis and downstream communication in a large development organization. Third, it shows how the systematic (re)construction of execution views can lead to improve and monitor quality attributes, such as performance. Together, these aspects show how the top-down strategy enables the use, reuse, and embedding of our architecture reconstruction approach within the incremental development processes of a large and complex software-intensive system.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation and details of the case study. Section 3 provides an overview of the architecture reconstruction approach. Section 4 presents the top-down strategy and its application in the case study. Then, Section 5 summarizes the technical contribution of the case study. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 discusses some aspects and open issues that influence the application of the top-down strategy. Finally, Section 8 provides some conclusions.

2. Case study: The start-up of the Philips MRI scanner

In this section, we describe the importance of the start-up process as a case study.

2.1. The start-up process

The start-up is a representative feature of the runtime and performance of software systems. Most development organizations continuously try to keep it within acceptable limits because of its technical complexity and relevance for end-user acceptance. The start-up process of a large software-intensive system is characterized by a large and complex set of interactions, e.g., communication and synchronization between software elements and hardware elements. This set of interactions is really an integration process that brings the system step by step to higher operational levels [13]. A typical integration process will create a higher operational level using available support functions from lower levels. An efficient
The start-up of the Philips MRI scanner

The Philips MRI scanner is a representative large and complex software-intensive system in the healthcare domain. This system makes use of the physical phenomenon of magnetic resonance to obtain images from inside the human body in order to enable medical diagnosis. Fig. 1 summarizes the topology and implementation technology of the Philips MRI scanner, which illustrates its size and complexity. This also shows the number and complexity of the elements that need to be integrated as part of the start-up process that brings the Philips MRI scanner to the operational level. The topology in Fig. 1 illustrates that in the field (hospital) the system is distributed across three rooms, where three main computers identified as Host (end-user interface), Reconstructor (image reconstruction subsystem), and DAS (data acquisition subsystem) are connected to the system machine in the examination room. The system machine is specialized hardware that combines a superconducting magnet, a gradient system, and a radio frequency system. Other computers, e.g., the Hospital network and Philips Global Service server are less important in this context since the interactions with them do not influence the start-up performance significantly.

The start-up time of the Philips MRI scanner, the time to bring the system to an operational level, is measured as the period between the event that the end-user presses the power-on button of the Host computer and the event that the system allows the end-user to input the data to start a medical diagnosis. In this period of time, the software elements, deployed inside the three main computers, are loaded to build a distributed runtime process structure (see Fig. 1). In this structure, software elements are mapped to runtime processes that interact with each other using a number of communication mechanisms and technologies. Each runtime process loads and runs binaries built with the system source code, about 8 million lines of code. For many years, the start-up process was not perceived as a hot issue and most of the knowledge about it was distributed over the minds of several practitioners. These practitioners were not sure about the validity of their knowledge, as well as the efficiency of the current characteristics of the start-up process, especially due to the considerable changes in the system over the recent years. For this reason, the development organization, represented by the software architecture team, decided to document the current state of the start-up process to prevent possible future major issues.

2.3. Case study concerns and decisions

The goal of the development organization was to make explicit the actual organization of the start-up process and its duration. Achieving this goal will provide the organization with accurate information to address a set of concerns expressed by the following questions:

- What are the actual elements involved in the system start-up?
- What are the aspects that constrain, coordinate, and control the runtime concurrency of the system start-up?
- What are the bottlenecks and delays, if any, of the system start-up and their root causes?
- How do the actual start-up characteristics match the current knowledge, i.e., mental models of practitioners?
- What are the opportunities for improving the system start-up?

Since the set of concerns were related to the runtime of the system, the development organization decided to address them by constructing execution views with the architecture reconstruction approach summarized in Section 3. The selection
3. The architecture reconstruction approach

Fig. 2 presents an overview of our architecture reconstruction approach for execution views. The overview illustrates that the approach put together an iterative and tool-supported process (A), a set of viewpoints and a metamodel (B), and sources of runtime information (C). The execution of the approach enables the construction of as-is execution models. In this section, we introduce the elements of the approach describing the input, steps, and output of the iterative process.

### 3.1. Inputs to the process

The set of execution viewpoints, the execution metamodel, the source of runtime information, and a description of the construction requirements represent the Construction Input for the process, see A in Fig. 2. The execution viewpoints frame a set of concerns regarding the runtime behavior and structure of software-intensive systems. These viewpoints provide reusable guidelines to construct and use execution profile, execution concurrency, and resource usage views [9,14]. In Table 1, we summarize two of the execution viewpoints that frame concerns like the ones held by Philips Healthcare MRI practitioners. 

![Fig. 2. Overview of the architecture reconstruction approach.](image-url)
regarding the start-up process, see Section 2.3. The summary includes the stakeholders that hold the concerns, the development activities where the concerns often arise, and the model types used to present architectural information that address the concerns. Further details about the execution viewpoints and the model types are documented in [14]. In Section 4, we describe further details about the construction and use of execution workflow and workflow concurrency model.

The execution metamodel, illustrated by B in Fig. 2, provides a set of elements and relationships that can be used to describe the runtime structure and behavior of a specific software-intensive system. The elements in the execution metamodel can be extended or specialized according to the problem at hand, e.g., Fig. 7 shows additional relations for the Task concept that are required for the case study. The links between B and C in Fig. 2 are to illustrate that instances of the elements and relationships in the execution metamodel can be extracted from sources, such as logging and runtime measurements. For our approach, logging is collected using the built-in logging infrastructure of the system. Runtime measurements are collected using monitoring tools provided by the system runtime platform, e.g., the Sysinternals suite [15].

The construction requirements consist of a specification that includes at least two items. First, a set of execution scenarios that, under the criteria of the development organization, cover the execution of the feature or functionality related to the problem under analysis. Second, a list of stakeholders and their concerns. The stakeholders include the practitioners and other personnel of the development organization that need to be involved in the process as sources of support, information, validation, or ultimately as users of the constructed view.

3.2. Steps in the process

The steps in the process, illustrated by A in Fig. 2, are tool-supported activities, i.e., task identification, interpretation of runtime information, construction of the execution model, and model presentation. The first three activities implement a dynamic analysis technique that extracts and abstracts architectural information from the source of runtime information. The extraction of architectural information is a rule-based mechanism that uses a set of mapping rules. Fig. 3 gives examples of the definition of four mapping rules. The mapping rules are stored in a repository, an XML file, as a set of parameters that capture patterns about the syntax and semantic of the runtime data. For instance, the definition of the first mapping rule in the figure includes two parameters, BeginPattern and EndPattern. These parameters store text patterns that can be applied to characterize some logging messages as workflow activity, which identify the boundaries of the tasks or aggregations that build the workflow of an execution scenario.

The tool support for the technique includes a set of Python scripts embedded in a .Net application, which combines the sources of runtime information and applies the mapping rule mechanism. Further details about the implementation of the dynamic analysis technique are reported in [10]. More about mapping rules is described as part of the application of the top-down strategy in Section 4.

3.3. Output of the process

The output of running the dynamic analysis technique is an execution model that presents a subset of the extracted information. Figs. 6 and 8 are examples of execution models, which describes the runtime of a system using instances of the elements in the metamodel. Fig. 7 describes the specific runtime elements and notations for these kind of models. In this case, the types of these execution models correspond to execution workflow and concurrency model, defined as part of the
Fig. 4. Top-down strategy to reverse architecting execution views.

Fig. 4 presents an overview of the top-down strategy, which illustrates that the strategy involves four main phases, inception, elaboration, analysis, and transition. The names of the first, second and fourth phases match three of the well known Rational Unified Process (RUP) phases [16]. This naming reflects the similarities in goals between the RUP phases and the phases of the top-down strategy. The figure also illustrates that the phases in the strategy are successive individual iterations of our architecture reconstruction (AR) approach. These iterations aim at producing information that is required to achieve systematically the goal of the case study as follows:

- In the inception phase, the iterations aim at collecting facts and constructing a hypothesis about the runtime of the system, which can be further analyzed to define the scope of the problem. The scope of the problem includes the execution scenarios, stakeholders, and an initial set of information requirements that are required to steer the next phases.

- In the elaboration phase, the iterations aim at constructing an execution model that provides an up-to-date overview of the execution scenarios defined in the previous phase. The analysis of the overview should make it possible to address the initial set of information requirements. From this analysis, further information requirements can be derived, especially when the overview exposes issues, i.e., mismatches with the hypothesis or expectations of the stakeholders.

- In the analysis phase, the iterations aim at constructing execution models with details that describe better the issues exposed during the analysis in the previous phase. The analysis of the details in the execution models should make it possible the identification of the origin of the issue and the developers that can explain or fix it.

- In the transition phase, the iterations aim at constructing execution models with even finer detail information about the issues identified in the previous phase. The finer details in the models should help the developers, responsible for the issue, to find the root cause of the issue and design a solution to fix it.

The development phase is not a dedicated part of the strategy. After this phase, repeating any of the four phases of the strategy can be required, especially to verify and validate the design and implementation of solutions designed in the transition phase. In the rest of this section, we describe our experience applying each phase of the strategy in the case study.
4.1. Phase 1: Inception

The challenge in the inception phase is to get the scope of the problem as clear as possible without the risk of analysis paralysis. In order to achieve this, we start by identifying the stakeholders’ concerns around the problem at hand. Then we identify the set of concerns that match the ones framed by the execution viewpoints. A positive matching will confirm that the problem at hand requires the construction of up-to-date execution views. At this stage, the first iteration of the architecture reconstruction approach will focus on the completion of the other elements in the construction input (see Section 3.1), e.g., stakeholders and scenarios, following the guidelines of the identified viewpoint(s).

For the start-up case study, as described in Section 2.3, the stakeholders’ concerns match the execution profile and execution concurrency viewpoints (see Table 1 and [14]). Then, we identified the execution scenarios and stakeholders. The start-up process of the Philips MRI scanner can be represented by different execution scenarios, e.g., some can include hardware crashes and others software upgrades. To focus the problem, we decided to look only at clean and stable scenarios without exceptions, crashes, or upgrades. To understand the most representative stable and clean scenario, we constructed a hypothetical view, illustrated in Fig. 5. This view describes the expected system behavior through a sketch and a high-level diagram created by the technical expert and the architect, respectively, following the guidelines of the execution profile and execution concurrency viewpoints.

The guidelines in the viewpoints suggest that to cope with size and complexity, an execution scenario (e.g. the system start-up) can be described with an execution workflow or workflow concurrency model [14]. Fig. 7 describes the concept and notations used in these types of models. A model of any of these types presents an execution scenario as a set of tasks that build the scenario workflow. The set of tasks correspond to aggregations of the steps run by the end-user or automatically executed by the system to realize the corresponding system functionality or feature. In addition, if possible, the model describes how the identified tasks map to major hardware and software elements of the system. The details about other relationships, e.g., temporal relations, between tasks can be included if these are required for the problem at hand.

The sketch describes the tasks for the start-up scenario as the aggregations of events and steps, which according to the technical expert should happen to bring the system to an operational level. In addition, the expert included estimations about the duration of the identified tasks, their temporal relations, and communication mechanisms among them. To keep the scope of the problem and due to the organization of the team, the sketch was based only in the mental models of the technical expert. The architect summarized the information in the sketch by constructing the diagram in the hypothetical view. The diagram describes the start-up in terms of high-level tasks that are distributed over time and in the main computers of the system. The diagram includes the period of time and events that are perceived by the end-user, which according to the architect were not explicit and need to be investigated.

The analysis of the hypothetical view contributed with a number of aspects to the inception and continuation of the case study. First, it helped to share insights, e.g., hypothesis and facts, about the start-up process. For example, we identified the involved major hardware (e.g., Host, Reconstructor, and DAS computer), and how the software elements are organized and aggregated (e.g., Background and Foreground processes in the Host computer). Second, it helped to make explicit an initial set of information requirements that should be addressed (e.g., verify the estimations and assumptions about the duration
and distribution of the major tasks in the start-up process). Third, it helped to decide that a workflow concurrency model would be sufficient to start with the description of the actual system start-up process.

4.2. Phase 2: Elaboration

The challenge in the elaboration phase is to construct an as-is high-level description of the current system realization without being overwhelmed by its size and complexity. To achieve this, we focus on an initial set of information requirements, as identified in the inception phase. Then we apply the architecture reconstruction approach to construct as-is execution models that address the initial set of information requirements. This involves gathering the runtime data, definition of the required mapping rules, and execution of the dynamic analysis technique of the approach.

For the start-up case study, the initial information requirement was identify actual information about the boundaries and distribution of the main tasks that build the workflow of the system start-up. We started by collecting logging and runtime measurements from the start-up process of a stable system release. Then, we used the dynamic analysis technique to extract actual runtime information from the collected data. As we described in Section 3.2, the technique consists of three activities: task identification, interpretation of runtime information, and the construction of the execution model. In this phase of the strategy, task identification focused on the validation of mapping rules that enable the semiautomatic identification of the boundaries of the tasks or aggregations that build the workflow of the system start-up. Interpretation of runtime information focused on processing the collected runtime data to, at least, extract actual information about starting time and duration of the identified tasks, and their actual distribution across the system computers. Finally, the construction of the execution model focused on the construction of an overview, an as-is execution workflow model, following the guidelines of the execution profile viewpoints, just like it was done in the hypothetical view (Fig. 5).

For the construction in this phase, we tuned the dynamic analysis technique to address several practical aspects, especially to identify the boundaries of some of the tasks within the start-up process. This identification is done in the Task Identification activity of the approach, see Fig. 2A, by using mapping rules. The identification is done selecting logging messages that match mapping rules for workflow activity, e.g. the first mapping rule in Fig. 3. However, the initial iteration in this phase showed that the implementation of the mechanism and the used mapping rule were not enough to automatically identify all the relevant tasks of the system start-up scenario. Thus, as part of the validation, the technical expert provided more details to extend the mapping rule repository with additional rules such as the PF Client Recon rule, see Fig. 3, which were required to identify missing tasks.

Extending the mapping rules, the technical expert pointed out additional patterns in the logging messages, which we incorporated to refine the major tasks into finer and still self-contained tasks. Fig. 6 shows the execution model that we constructed in this phase. The model corresponds to an execution workflow model type. Fig. 7 shows the concepts and notations for this type of execution model, which are also documented in the execution profile viewpoint [14]. The model

![Fig. 6. An as-is overview model of the system start-up.](image)

![Fig. 7. Concepts and notations for execution workflow and concurrency models.](image)
in Fig. 6 and the other models in the rest of this section are simplified version of the actual models in the case study. The absolute time values in the models are mapped to percentages of the actual start-up time value for publication purposes. The construction and presentation of this model and the other as-is models in the case study were done using Microsoft Excel.

In contrast to the diagram in the hypothetical view (Fig. 5), the execution model in Fig. 6 shows additional information, but also excludes some other. The included information is the actual time characteristics and the finer task decompositions of the execution scenario. We excluded the description of the boot task in the Host computer. The analysis showed that it was a constant factor that could be analyzed separately using tools such as Bootvis [17], which enable the capture and graphical display of boot and resume performance trace data in Windows XP.

In the analysis of the as-is workflow overview, we compared the expected time values, provided by the technical expert, with the ones in the overview. This analysis enabled the identification of four point of attention, see the numbered stars in Fig. 6.

1. The duration of the task Background Processes, on the Host computer, was larger than expected. As a consequence, the tasks PF Client Recon and PF Client Scanner (interfaces to the other two computers) were starting later than expected.
2. A gap between Background Processes and Foreground Processes task was not considered in the hypothesis. This gap represents the period of time that an end-user takes to manually trigger the loading of the main user interface in the Host computer.
3. The Foreground Processes can be faster, which can speed up the presentation of the main user interface.
4. Based on knowledge about the function of the Copy Recon Software task, its duration time should be shorter.

The conclusion of the analysis was that only 1, 3 and 4 represented issues and further investigation might lead to the identification of considerable opportunities for improving the system start-up.

4.3. Phase 3: Analysis

The challenge in the analysis phase is to select and recover detailed information that supports the analysis of mismatches and issues, identified in the previous phase, without being overwhelmed by the system implementation size and complexity. To achieve this, we construct as-is execution models that zoom in on the areas that contain the mismatches and issues.

For the start-up case study, this phase focused on the construction of an execution model to zoom in on the first and second issue, marked by the stars 1 and 3 in Fig. 6. We followed the guidelines of the execution profile viewpoint, which suggest that to dig down for details, a task can be represented with finer aggregations, e.g. subtasks. Following the metamodel (B in Fig. 2), we decided that the finer aggregation will correspond to the task that represent the start-up of the software components within the system start-up process. In addition, the metamodel shows that a software component represents a set of processes that belong together due to parent–child relationships, or shared functional or non-functional characteristics defined by the development organization. Therefore, we decided that the start-up of a software component is represented by an aggregation of the runtime activities performed to initialize the component’s processes and their required resources.

The reconstruction approach focuses on the construction of execution models with detailed information about the start-up of the software components, which the organization calls Process Framework (PF) Clients. As part of the reconstruction, an iteration was necessary to validate the mapping rules and the output of the task identification activity. Fig. 8 shows one of the execution models that were constructed to zoom in on details. The model describes the part of the start-up process that happens in the Host computer, which is mainly the start-up of the software components within the Background Processes and Foreground Processes tasks described in the overview model. As we described before, these are simplified models. Fig. 8 does not illustrate the start-up of about other 40 software components that take less than 0.2% of the total start-up time.

The analysis of the models led to identify concrete evidence about the identified issues and opportunities for improvement. For example, the stars in Fig. 8 show that the start-up of the PF Client DBServer was quite long, which according to its function was not correct. Due to this situation, the PF Client Recon and PF Client Scanner task were delayed. We also identified that the Foreground Processes task was taking a long time mainly due to the start-up time of the PF Client GyroView and PF Client Examcards. With this concrete information at hand, we selected experts of the teams designing, developing, and maintaining the involved PF clients. Then, we established communication with each expert to discuss the execution models that describe the related issues, and to analyze the feasibility of development activities to address the issues.

4.4. Phase 4: Transition

The constructed execution models made several characteristics of the start-up process explicit and supported the communication of the identified issues. However, coordinating and starting development activities to implement solutions for the identified issues are not straightforward activities. The challenge of this phase is to provide detailed information that point out the implementation elements that are root causes of the mismatches and issues, but without being overwhelmed by the component or system implementation size and complexity.

For the start-up case study, this phase focused on the recovery of execution information that provides detail about an identified issue and the involved software components (PF Client). The required level of detail depended on the
knowledge and experience of the developers responsible for the involved PF Client. Detailed information can be identified by decomposing the start-up of the PF Client into finer tasks. An alternative was profiling, i.e., measuring the execution periods of code modules or functions that implement the involved PF Client. However, for some of the involved PF Clients, this was not an option due to a number of reasons. The collected runtime data, the practitioner’s knowledge, or the PF Client implementation size and complexity did not provide accessible information to immediately implement profiling. Therefore, we decided to customize the dynamic analysis and experiment with a new interpretation and representation of the already available runtime data.

In the customization, we analyzed the start-up of a PF Client as series of execution periods. An execution period is defined by the time period between two consecutive logging messages collected for the execution scenario, excluding those periods with zero seconds and milliseconds. We consider that this customization of the technique is a kind of profiling, but at a different level of abstraction from profiling implementation elements. The construction of the execution model activity focused on creating a graphical representation that visualize long execution periods as peaks in the start-up of a software component. This allowed us to present detailed information without additional instrumentation or increasing the size and complexity of the runtime data.

Fig. 9 shows the constructed graphical representation to analyze the start-up of the PF Client Examcards, identified as an issue in the previous phase. In the figure we compared the start-up of the software component in three different execution scenarios of the system start-up, e.g., cold start, warm restart, and foreground restart. These scenarios were selected to determine whether some of the peaks can be attributed to the availability of runtime platform or network services. The analysis of the representation helped us to conclude that the root cause of the long start-up of the PF Client Examcards was a connection timeout. With this information at hand, the involved architect was able to coordinate and start a downstream development activity to implement a solution to fix the time out situation. Other similar activities were coordinated and started to implement solutions for the other identified issues. The results of these activities led to considerable improvement of the system start-up, which the development organization considered as the main benefit of the case study.
5. Technical contribution

The SWAT highlighted that the contribution of the case study was the identification of quick wins to improve the system start-up time without being overwhelmed by the size and complexity of the system. The term quick wins refers to the relatively cheap and easy initiatives that were quickly designed and implemented. We identified that the contribution was possible because the strategy supported top-down analysis, communication between stakeholders, and the pragmatic description of runtime concurrency and performance. In practice, we observed that these aspects are key ingredients for improving the ability of large and complex systems to respond effectively to change.

5.1. Top-down analysis

Top-down analysis is a common practice to understand software systems. At an architecture level, top-down analysis is important to manage complexity by looking at the "big picture" first, and then to identify and analyze the details that matter for the problem at hand. Top-down analysis is an important practice to support architecture-centric evolution and downstream development processes. At Philips Healthcare MRI, the Software Architecture Team (SWAT) strives to implement an architecture-centric evolution for the Philips MRI scanner. The SWAT is responsible for the general architecture and design of the system. In the downstream process, the system is decomposed into several subsystems and components. Each subsystem and component is the responsibility of software designers and a development team.

The different roles and responsibilities in a downstream development process demand top-down analysis to address different information requirements. For example, while architects are mostly interested in high-level or architectural information, the programmers in a development team are interested in information about code or implementation constructs such as modules, libraries, and function calls. These information requirements were supported across the phases of the strategy. At the inception and elaboration phases, we constructed high-level descriptions based on the practitioners' knowledge (see Fig. 6) and the actual realization of the system (see Fig. 6). In the issue analysis and transition phases, we constructed a set of as-is execution models, including the ones in Figs. 8 and 9, to present detailed information, analyze a set of issues, and then to communicate with the related development teams.

5.2. Communication between stakeholders

Communication between stakeholders is important, especially to make sure that the requirements and the system are understood at the appropriate level of detail by stakeholders and implementers. Communication between stakeholders was established and supported with the tangible and updated evidence, i.e. execution models constructed through the phases of the strategy. In Section 4, we described how two types of communication links were gradually enabled through the four phases of the strategy. First, the technical expert and the architect started sharing technical knowledge about the characteristics of the system start-up process. Second, these two practitioners were able to identify another set of designers and developers, with whom they shared and discussed the findings from the issue analysis phase (see Section 4.3).

In both types of communications, the constructed execution models served as tangible evidence that triggered and supported discussions about the system start-up process. As the result of the established communication, the coordination and execution of downstream development activities. These development activities reduce the total system start-up time about 30% without altering the original characteristics of the operational level. The details of the improvements included an initial reduction of 25% addressing the first issue, the long start-up of the PFDCClient Server component. Later, the reduction reached 28% addressing the timeout issue in the start-up of the PF Client Examcards component. Finally, addressing the third
issue, changing the mechanism used by the feature of the Copy Recon Software task, the reduction reached about 30% of the original start-up time.

In addition to this set of communication links, nowadays the constructed execution view is helping the communication and dissemination of knowledge about the system start-up across the various development teams and providers of the development organization.

5.3. Runtime concurrency and performance

In our previous work, we described how the architecture reconstruction approach is used to construct views that describe runtime aspects such as runtime dependencies [10] and resource usage [11]. In this case, the strategy has enabled the construction of another view, which describes the runtime concurrency and performance of a system key feature at an architectural level. The view is now a benchmark to control and assess changes in the concurrency and performance of the system start-up. Currently, the view is reconstructed automatically to contribute in the system integration and regression tests, especially to monitor the redesigning of the integration process and to keep the system start-up performance within acceptable boundaries. Finally, the organization considered that an additional contribution of the case study is the setting of a precedent that supports the use of the top-down strategy to construct execution views and benchmarks for other key runtime features.

6. Related work

In this section we discuss work related to our results and contribution.

6.1. Architecture reconstruction

Our research and the contribution of this report is related to reverse engineering, especially architecture reconstruction solutions, i.e. methods, techniques, and tools that recover architectural information from existing systems [4–7]. Symphony [18] is a representative conceptual framework and an amalgamation of common patterns and best practices for architectural reconstruction. On the one hand, our work is an implementation and specialization of this framework, especially on two aspects. First, Symphony specializes reverse engineering using architectural views and viewpoints. We implement this by defining and applying execution viewpoints [9,14], including an execution metamodel, to construct execution views. Second, Symphony defines two explicit major phases to construct a required view, reconstruction design and reconstruction execution. We implement reconstruction design mainly at the inception phase and reconstruction execution through the other phases iterating with the reverse architecture reconstruction approach. On the other hand, our work shows how Symphony can be applied and embedded as part of a downstream development process.

6.2. Hypothesis-driven approaches

Hypothesis-driven architecture reconstruction approaches use a hypothesis model to guide the reconstruction process. The reflexion model by Murphy et al. [19] is the most prominent hypothesis-driven approach [4]. This approach summarizes a source model of a software system from the viewpoint of a particular hypothesis, i.e. a high-level model, specified by a practitioner. In the literature [4,19], one can distinguish two main characteristics of existing hypothesis-driven approaches. First, the specification of the hypothesis model that guides the reconstruction process corresponds to the implicit perception of an engineer or developer. Second, the hypothesis model and the constructed models correspond to module or implementation viewpoints [4].

The top-down strategy can be distinguished from existing hypothesis-driven solutions as follows. First, the goal of the top-down strategy is the construction and use of a high-level model for the runtime behavior rather than the implementation of a system. Second, the use and construction of the hypothetical view is mainly to support the goal of the inception phase, the elaboration of the construction requirements. Moreover, the construction and use of the hypothetical view follows the guidelines of a set of pre-defined execution viewpoint, which enables other practitioner to understand the information presented in the hypothesis. Besides this difference, hypothesis-driven solutions such as the reflexion model [19] and the top-down strategy in our work have in common the use of an explicit high-level model, the potential to compare this model with an actual or implemented model, as well as the use of mapping, i.e. mapping rules, to extract high-level information.

6.3. Profiling and visualization tools

Profiling and visualization tools are specific types of tools that are related and can contribute to our work. While profiling tools can help us to collect particular runtime data, visualization tools could improve the presentation and analysis of runtime information. On the one hand, profiling tools such as the Eclipse Performance Tools Platform (PTP) [20], YourKit [21], and AQTime [22], to name a few, collect runtime data as a software system or application executes. The runtime data includes memory and processor usage, the code elements that were executed, and the time that the application spends in each of the
code elements. On the other hand, visualization tools implement mechanisms to summarize [23] and condense [24] large amounts of runtime data, so it can be presented and analyzed as high-level information. In our work, the use of profiling and visualization tools is a problem-driven decision that takes into account the following aspects:

- **The need of global understanding**: Practitioners need a global understanding of the various aspects of the large and complex software-intensive systems they develop. Global understanding about the runtime behavior cannot be achieved by looking at every single code element. Instead, practitioners need to look at more coarse-grained abstractions. Profiling and visualization tools support it to some extent. Most profiling tools can collect runtime data for different abstractions of the implementation, e.g., methods, classes, and modules. At the same time, visualization tools can present the collected data to an even higher level of abstraction, which is useful to get a global understanding of the runtime of implementation abstraction. We first focus on mechanisms and tools that collect runtime data about higher and system-specific runtime abstractions (e.g., execution scenarios, tasks, components, processes), which reduces the need to abstract and present large amounts of runtime data. Then, if it is required, e.g. for issue analysis or transition phases, we can collect runtime data about implementation elements, either using monitoring or profiling tool, for specific and less complex parts of the system.

- **The heterogeneity of the system implementation**: While TPTP or YourKit can be used to collect runtime data for Java implementations, AQTime or YourKit for .Net implementations. For a large system with heterogenous implementation, like the software of the Philips MRI scanner, a combination of these various tools will be an ideal but expensive solution. Instead, we first focus on mechanisms and tools that gather runtime data independently of the implementation technology, i.e., logging and monitoring tools of the runtime platform.

- **Technical impact**: Once profiling is really required, the ideal profiling tool should be integrated smoothly into the development process. For example, we observed that practitioners developing large and complex software systems desire minimal changes in the source code, minimal overhead in the system response time, and a minimal learning curve to use tools. For this reason, the tool support for our reverse architecting approach (see Section 3.2) consists of tools and mechanisms that can be often found as part of a development and system infrastructure, such as logging, monitoring tools provided by the runtime platform.

6.4. **Boot performance analysis tools**

Regarding the system feature in our case study, our work is related to analysis tools such as Bootchart [25] and Bootvis [17]. Bootchart is a tool for performance analysis and visualization of the GNU/Linux boot process. The information that is analyzed includes resource utilization and process activity during the boot process. Bootvis allows designers and manufacturers to characterize their system's performance during Windows start-up to identify opportunities for performance improvement of Windows XP. The same aspect that we discuss for profiling and visualization tools drive the application of boot performance analysis tools. As we described in Section 4.2, using Bootvis was an option to address a part of the problem, the boot of the Host computer, but not the total start-up process of the Philips MRI scanner. This situation showed that scalability is another aspect that should be considered to select and use tools within the development of large and complex software-intensive systems. The scale of our problem includes the boot of the three computers that build the Philips MRI scanner (see Fig. 1) and the MRI software component distributed across them. Using boot performance analysis tools on each of the system computer and then combine the collected data can be an option to address the problem. However, reaching the desired level of abstraction and mapping the collected data to the system terminology will be hard compared to our approach.

7. **Discussion and open issues**

The top-down strategy enables the systematic construction and use of execution views within the incremental development of the Philips MRI scanner. In this section, we discuss some critical aspects and open issues that may influence the use of the top-down strategy in another context.

7.1. **Proper viewpoints and metamodel**

The execution viewpoints and the metamodel play a critical role providing guidelines and blueprints to guide the construction and use of execution models. Our experience with the top-down strategy shows that when these elements are available and adopted by a development organization, the construction of execution models can be a straightforward activity. However, having the proper execution viewpoints and metamodel for a large and complex software-intensive system demands good understanding about the various system stakeholders and their concerns, the characteristics of the system, and the development organization. Therefore, in a context where the system and the organization match closely the characteristics of the Philips MRI scanner and its development organization, our execution viewpoints and execution metamodel will enable the use of the top-down strategy.
7.2. Availability of sources of runtime information

The availability of sources of runtime information, especially logging files, is necessary to achieve the goal of the elaboration, analysis, and transition phases of the strategy. Logging is a feature often implemented as part of large software systems to record and store information of their specific activities into dedicated files. This is a common practice to support activities such as testing, debugging, and corrective maintenance of fairly large and complex systems. An important aspect to construct execution views is that logging should contain data that describe the workflow of the system functionality. In our previous work [10,11], we have demonstrated that this is important to achieve two technical aspects of our approach. First, high-level information, e.g. tasks and software components, can be extracted in terms of the system domain. Second, the extracted high-level information can be top-down synchronized and complemented by finer runtime information, e.g. runtime measurements collected by monitoring tools of the system runtime platform. Therefore, in a context where the system at hand is fairly large and complex, logging will be available and the application of the top-down strategy to use our architecture reconstruction approach will typically be feasible.

7.3. Mapping rules and domain knowledge

Mapping rules and domain knowledge are key elements to achieve two technical aspects for constructing and using sufficiently accurate execution models. First, mapping rules enable the direct extraction of high-level information at first and then detailed information, when it is needed. Second, the extracted information is in terms of system-specific names and abstractions. The latter reduces the need of detailed information to construct and analyze execution models. Defining mapping rules requires considerable knowledge about the system realization, e.g., the syntax and semantic of logging messages. This knowledge can be derived by automated process [26], or recovered from experts. In our work, we support the latter providing a schema and a repository to represent and store mapping rules. We use these resources to make domain knowledge that resides in data produced by the system at runtime and in the minds of technical experts accessible. Although identifying the knowledge, i.e. patterns, to define mapping rules and maintaining a repository are extra activities for practitioners, we learned that it worths the effort, especially to facilitate and speed up subsequent architecture reconstruction activities.

After this case study, we constructed more execution views of the system start-up for other software releases of Philips MRI scanner. Extracting the information for new execution models was an automatic activity reusing the defined mapping rules. Therefore, in a another context, the result of applying the top-down strategy and the architecture reconstruction approach would require the availability of a domain expert and the adoption of a mechanisms like mapping rules, which we consider feasible. Having a technical expert as part of a reverse architecting activity is often possible when the problem at hand is important for the development organization. Having more than one expert will be even more beneficial, but in the case of conflicts in perceptions between various experts, additional analysis and communication cycles would be needed in each phase of the strategy. Finally, the concept and use of mapping rules are common practice among architecture reconstruction activities.

7.4. Open issues

The open issues in our work include the balance between domain knowledge and design notations in the constructed execution model. The notations used in the constructed models, e.g., Figs. 6 and 8, are strongly coupled to the information requirements for the cases study and to the system domain knowledge. These factors contributed to achieve a quick and global understanding of the start-up process of the Philips MRI scanner. However, we have to point out that the constructed view may not be immediately used and understood by outsiders of the case study as well as of the development organization, who are not familiar with the corresponding execution viewpoints [9] or the system domain. This situation represents a barrier to incorporate the constructed execution view as a semi-formal or standard specification of the system.

A precise case where we need to improve the use of semi-formal or standard specification is the description of control and data flow that trigger temporal relations between task. Control and data flow are not explicitly presented in the constructed models, e.g. Figs. 6 and 8. Though, this information was not required through the inception phase, during the issue analysis and transition phases, this information was locally discussed to analyze the rationale behind concurrency and time periods. The first situation showed that keeping implicit description of control and data flow was good enough for architects and designers to achieve global understanding. The second situation showed that other practitioners need explicit description of control and data flow, especially to analyze runtime concurrency at a finer level of abstraction. Therefore, supporting the extension or transformation of the constructed execution models into more standard notations such as UML sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams is an option, especially to benefit more stakeholders with up-to-date and accessible information about the system runtime structure and behavior.

8. Conclusions

This report described our experience with a top-down strategy for embedding the construction and use of execution views in practice. While the approach to construct execution views was developed and validated in our previous
work [10, 11, 9], this report describes the details of a systematic construction, use, and benefit of up-to-date execution views. The systematic construction was embedded in the downstream development process of a large and complex system. The use and benefit of the execution view enabled performance analysis and improvement of a system key feature. In addition, the report gives enough details to guide the reuse of the top-down strategy and reverse architecting approach in another context.

This experience is based on a particular development organization and its system, which may create some bias and threaten the validity and generalization of the results. Additional case studies with other similar systems and development organizations may be necessary to generalize our perception of the value of the top-down strategy and our architecture reconstruction approach in practice. We consider that this experience report is a reference for researchers and practitioners. For researchers, it provides insights about the practical or technical issues that need to be addressed when designing a process to use or embed reverse engineering solutions in a development organization. For practitioners, it shows the benefits of applying architecture reconstruction and specially how to support downstream development activities coping with the size and complexity of a software-intensive system like the Philips MRI scanner.
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